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Teaching Digital Information 
Literacy with Logical Fallacy 
Instruction
Mr. Derek Malone, University Librarian, University of 
North Alabama
Dr. Robert Koch, Director of the Writing Center, 
Merrimack College
First-year Information/Library Instruction at UNA
Pre-2014
● Orientation/library resource awareness integrated for instruction requests 
from three courses - FYE, EN 111, EN 112
First-year Information/Library Instruction at UNA
Post-2014
● FYE - Library Awareness/Familiarity (we play an escape room game)
● EN 111 - Critical thinking with information 
● EN 112 - Information Literacy (Part 1 - Information Evaluation/Part 2 -
Information Retrieval)
More about this at the end...
Background on our project 
● Involved two of Dr. Koch’s EN 111 courses for four semesters (eight courses)
● Six sessions were presented by Mr. Malone instead of the typical one (for EN 
111 which for librarians was searching for its library identity)
● Sessions were strategically placed within the course and in groupings of two 
(two early, two middle, two toward the end of the semester)
● Included supplemental textbook - You are Not so Smart
● Discussion boards focused on chapters in the book
● Discussion was a key component of the instruction too (chapters read prior to 
instruction on topic)
● Pre and post information literacy assessment (constructed by Dr. Koch and 
Mr. Malone based on concepts covered in text)


EN 111 Structure: The Essays
● Theoretical Influences




■ Communicate personal message
○ Media Critique
■ Evaluate popular media
○ Social Issue
■ Get informed & take a stand
○ Define an Abstraction
■ Explain an idea (not an emotion)





○ Changes between essays
○ Diagnostic, Midterm, and Final
Discussion Boards
● 20% of the course







● The following slides will review what was covered in the six library 
instruction sessions
● Specific book chapters were tied to information instruction 
● Logical fallacies and their relation to information literacy at the crux of 
conversations (everything was presented via through a logical fallacy lens)
● Instruction included a variety of formats - discussions, games, reflection, 
videos, and more
Logical Fallacy
Logical Fallacy: a concept within argumentation that commonly leads to an error in 
reasoning due to the deceptive nature of its presentation.
Outlook toward this instruction:
● We’re all predispositioned to lean toward logical fallacy reasoning




● Overview of information literacy
● Overview of the research expectations in college
● Discussion of determining a need for information
● Logical fallacies covered
○ Priming - when a stimulus in the past affects the way you behave and think or the way you 
perceive another stimulus later on
○ Confabulation - production of fabricated, distorted, or misinterpreted memories about oneself 
or the world, without the conscious intention to deceive
○ Confirmation Bias - the tendency to interpret new evidence as confirmation of one's existing 
beliefs or theories.
“You are unaware of how 
unaware you are.”
Determining the need for information
When you are given a paper or project for a 
class, how do you determine what you are going 
to use?
Why do you make those decisions?
Determining the need for information
Do you as a researcher innately show a 




Where are you primed?
How does priming influence your information 





To start determining a need for information
Analyze the assignment
Write out needs
Then, formulate a question
Library Session 2
Recap of Session 1
Additional focus on confirmation bias 
New logical fallacies introduced:
● Dunning-Kruger Effect - cognitive bias in which people mistakenly assess 
their cognitive ability as greater than it is

Guess my rule:
Confirmation Bias - the most highlighted fallacy
● the tendency to interpret new evidence as confirmation of 
one's existing beliefs or theories
● this is done often with research/personal lives
Dunning-Kruger Effect - prompt
Write down these on a sheet of paper:
Scale of 1-10, how good of a cook you are
Scale of 1-10, how good you are at finding information
Dunning-Kruger Effect - results

Dunning-Kruger Effect - Discussion Topic
After discussing the Dunning-Kruger Effect, 
students are prompted with the question below 
for homework and reflection moving forward.
So, how good of a researcher are you?
Library Session 3
Filter Bubbles
Formulating a Research Question Introduced (eliminating bias, recognizing 
bubbles)
CRAAP Test Introduced with Application Toward Logical Fallacies
New Logical Fallacies:
● Hindsight Bias - common tendency for people to perceive events that have 
already occurred as having been more predictable
Filter Bubbles
Formulating a research question






Searching for & Using Information
who.is




Searching for & Using information
Searching for & Using information
Library Session 6
Take the exit exam (information literacy)
Recap
Discussion concerning logical fallacies and 
information literacy 
Results
● Pre and post assessment (same assessment 
both times) - Eighteen questions
● Information literacy focus, not a logical fallacy 
focus
● Discussion board analysis
Results - Pre/Post Test
Pre/Post tests were 18 questions….the exact 
same questions
Asked before any library instruction
Asked at the conclusion of instruction in the last 
session
How do you search for sources? - pre
“In High School i would immediately go to google and type in the topic. Then I 
would chose the best looking website and learn as much about the topic as i 
could. Then I would begin putting the essay together.”
“I will figure out my topic and the point that I want to get across and then I will find 
books/websites that will accompany my point.”
How do you search for sources? - post
“By making sure I use the right wording that is not biased towards one way”
“I come up with non biased question and search from there. I try to use printed 
materials as much as possible.”
How do you evaluate sources and information? - pre
“I skim through them and see just what it consists of. If I don't like the first part of 
the source I normally move on to another one.”
“Find sources or information pertaining to the particular topic. Then, check to see if 
the source or information is credible. If so, use that source or piece of 
information for research.”
How do you evaluate sources and information? -
post
“I make sure that the information is accurate, and I do a brief check on the author.”
Do you as a researcher innately show a preference 
for certain information (ex. taking a side of an 
argument) when researching, please explain 
(minimum 3 sentences)? - pre
“No I do not show a preferance, there is always at leastÂ two sides to everything. 
When I write it's I believe being biased toward one side canÂ changeÂ howÂ I see 
the facts. I think it is important to see both sides”
Do you as a researcher innately show a preference 
for certain information (ex. taking a side of an 
argument) when researching, please explain 
(minimum 3 sentences)? - pre
“If I understand the topic, then I will already have taken a side on the argument. If I 
do not know the topic, then I will research both sides of the argument. Then, I will 
form my opinion and find information that backs up the opinion.”
Do you as a researcher innately show a preference 
for certain information (ex. taking a side of an 
argument) when researching, please explain 
(minimum 3 sentences)? - post
“Yes, everyone is biased when they are researching because they have their own 
beliefs. I often times get to carried away with a certain side and focus on it. Then, I 
will catch myself and begin learning about the other side of the topic.”
Do you as a researcher innately show a preference 
for certain information (ex. taking a side of an 
argument) when researching, please explain 
(minimum 3 sentences)? - post
“Before learning about Information Literacy, I would have said yes because that is 
what I did all the time. But, as I learned about Information Literacy, I discovered 
that I needed to go in with an open mind when researching.”
Do you as a researcher innately show a preference 
for certain information (ex. taking a side of an 
argument) when researching, please explain 
(minimum 3 sentences)? - post
“By a person I always feel a little biased toward something. I do try to clear my 
mind when writing about a topic and search for facts not opinions that might be the 
same as mine.”
On a scale of 1-10, please rate your information 
seeking behavior effectiveness, please explain - pre
“i rate mine as a 8. Depending on the information I'm usually interested in learning 
new things, but searching the internet and finding sources can be a hassle.”
“I would give myself an eight. I constantly try to find legitimate information that will 
help me form an understanding or opinion of a topic.”
On a scale of 1-10, please rate your information 
seeking behavior effectiveness, please explain. -
post
“i would rate myself at a 5.5. I am still not as thorough Â as I could be, but I 
believe I have gotten better.”
“5. I really don't seek information as seriously as i should. I tend to be a bit lazy 
with sources. Compared to the start of the year I'd say my skills have improved 
though”
Do you think you are biased when you look for 
information, please explain - pre
“No, I do not think I am biased when looking for information. I look for reliable and 
trustworthy information no matter what the assignment is about. I do not have any 
preferences, such as author or website”
Do you think you are biased when you look for 
information, please explain - post
“Yes, I think I could improve my information seeking behaviors. I could go even 
deeper when validating my sources and authors.”
The 18 questions (source background):
When you are given a paper or project for a class, how do you determine what 
sources you are going to use?
What is a source?
What is the difference between a good source and a bad source?
Where do good sources come from?
How do you search for sources?
The 18 questions (search/evaluation techniques):
When you’re given a topic for research (for a paper/project), what is your next 
step?
How do you search for sources and information?
How do you evaluate sources and information?
The 18 questions (Evaluation):
What does it mean for sources and information to be current?
What does it mean for sources and information to be relevant?
What does it mean for sources and information to be accurate?
What does it mean for sources and information to have good authority?
What does it mean for sources and information to be purposeful?
What does it mean for sources and information to be peer-reviewed?
Is there ever a good time to use user-generated sources like Wikipedia, explain?
The 18 questions (Habits):
Do you as a researcher innately show a preference for certain information (ex. 
taking a side of an argument) when researching, please explain?
Do you think you are biased when you look for information, please explain?
On a scale of 1-10, please rate your information seeking behavior effectiveness, 
please explain.
Do you think you could improve your information seeking behaviors, and if so, 
how?
Increased Skepticism
Results - Changes for library instruction
● Moved all “orientation” activities to FYE courses
● Rethemed EN 111 to “Critical Thinking with Information”
● Rethemed EN 112 to “Information Literacy”
EN 111 now “Critical Thinking with Information”
Implementations from this instruction include:
● Videos with reflection 
● Who.is - website evaluation
● Social media evaluation (logical fallacy focus) 
● Confirmation bias game - sequence
● pro/con activity - confirmation bias activity 
...plus, this class constantly evolves
Similar Student Research Projects
Similar Student Research Projects
Similar Student Research Projects
Questions?
Derek Malone, University Librarian, University of North Alabama -
dmalone3@una.edu
Dr. Robert Koch, Director of the Writing Center, Merrimack College -
kochr@merrimack.edu
Referencing & Links available upon request
